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Agenda 

• Systemic versus systematic 

• Organizations as complex systems 

• Getting oriented 

• Creating shared space 

• Making systematic improvement 
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SYSTEMIC VERSUS SYSTEMATIC 
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Systemic Thinking 

Systemic thinking is based on the observation 
that the elements of a system are often best 
understood in the context of their relationships 
with each other and with other systems, rather 
than in isolation.  

 

Systemic thinking weaves a dynamic web of 
the temporal, conceptual, social, spatial and 
logistical dimensions of reality.  



Systems Thinking –understanding connections 

Sequential Emotional 

Logical 

Analytical 

Fact based 

Quantitative 

Holistic 

Intuitive 

Integrating 

Synthesizing 

Interpersonal 

Feeling based 

Kinesthetic 

Planned 

Organized 

Detailed 
Facts 

Form  

Future 

Feeling 



Systematic Thinking – sequencing activities 

1 
• Analyse the entire system 

2 
• Plan for integration 

3 
• Organize across the system 

4 
• Implement programs/processes within the system 

5 
• Monitor system performance 

6 
• Adjust with attention to impact on the dynamic system  



COMPLEX SYSTEMS 
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What is an organization? 

More than a legal entity, or an organization 
chart, or a simple collection of people. 

 

An intentional assembly of people that exists to 
harness the talents and efforts of many to 

achieve what individuals alone cannot. 
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Complex systems 
Five simultaneous ‘organizing systems’ working together 
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Organizational 
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Technical Basis 

• Hard and soft technology on which the organization is 
based… includes… 

– physical assets, their functioning, interacting, aging 

– the ‘how it works’ logic based in relevant sciences (e.g., 
engineering, physics); rules, regulations, and accepted practices 

• Contribution: primary means by which the organization 
produces something of value 

• Outputs: marketable ‘product’ 

• Risks: omissions and errors in the ‘how it works’, 
malfunction of systems, failures of physical integrity due 
to material condition 
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Organizational Structures 

• Position descriptions and boundaries established to 
coordinate relationships… includes 
– hierarchy and chain of command 

– attaches performers with work activities and peers 

• Contribution: clarifies responsibilities and 
accountabilities, inter-dependencies, learning and 
resourcing requirements 

• Outputs: configuration control, co-ordinated 
relationships, defined functionalities 

• Risks: misalignment of structure with functionality 
required by the work activities 
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Propensities, Competencies and Behaviours 

• Innate talents and learned competencies of individuals, 
teams, and leaders… includes 
– demonstrable skills and abilities  

– power and relational dynamics that shape inclusion, motivation, 
participation, knowledge sharing, interdependence, teamwork, 
creativity 

• Contribution: moment-by-moment awareness, live 
intelligence, reasoning, and capacity to take action 

• Output: ideas, questions, decisions, actions; mistakes, 
oversights, inconsistencies, inactions, etc. 

• Risks: intra- and inter-personal dysfunction, insufficient 
or inappropriate capacity based on demands of the work 
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People-Process Interactions 

• Work execution accountabilities used to operate and 
manage the organization…includes 

– processes, procedures, work instructions 

– connectivities, sequencing, control points  

• Contribution: codification and transfer of knowledge, 
orientation and coordination 

• Outputs: systemic coherence, right sequencing, 
standardization, predictability, traceability 

• Risks: poor conception, out-of-date information, 
blind- or non-compliance,  
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Internal/External Context 

• Evolving context driven by workers, suppliers, 
customers, competitors, regulators, the public, 
and other internal and external forces e.g., 
political-economic, legislative-judicial, 
industrial-technological 
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Raise your hands… 

• Which of these ‘organizing systems’ is most 
important to nuclear safety?  

– Technical Basis 

– Organizational Structures 

– People-Process Interactions 

– Propensities, Competencies and Behaviours 

– Internal/External Context 
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Organizational Effectiveness 

Requires integration and harmonization of: 

• Agreed-upon outcomes 

• Processes and structures that support people in 
performing their work 

• Individual, team, and leadership competencies 
that are suited to the demands of the work 

• Shared understanding that prioritizes safety in 
decisions and actions 
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17 

Physical System 

Human System 

Majority Interest 
and Focus 
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Technical Basis 

Human and  
Organizational  
Systems 

Greatest 
Contributor 



Safety Culture Challenge 

• Building organizational willingness to: 

– understand 

– anticipate 

– look for 

– acknowledge, and 

– actively mitigating risks inherent in the human and 
organizational systems 
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The good news… 

• Each of these organizing systems represents a 
unique way of constructing reality – a 
meaning system - held in the minds of people 

• To enhance the capacity of nuclear 
organizations to recognize and mitigate risks, 
we need to intentionally align diverse 
meaning systems towards a shared 
understanding and purpose. 
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How can this happen? 

• First - Recognize that different meaning-making 
preferences and capacities are required to work with 
different kinds of risks 

• Second - Get interested in the sciences that seek to 
understand human and organizational factors 

• Third - Increase diversity of meaning systems to expand 
latent organizational intelligence  

• Fourth - Create an environment of shared space 

• Fifth - Work systematically to influence and integrate 
meaning systems 
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GET ORIENTED 
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Organizational Evolution Model 

Operating Managing Leading
Uniting & 

Integrating 

Technical 

Leadership

Unitive 

Leadership

Systemic 

Leadership

Systematic 

Leadership 

· Focus on technology

· Focus on reliable 

operation

· Staff for experience

· React to problems

· Focus on planning, 

organizing, and 

controlling resources 

(money, materials, 

people, time)

· Staff for efficient work 

execution

· Develop procedures

· Resolve logistical 

problems

· Focus on 

engagement, 

team-building, 

strategy, capacity-

building

· Staff for future 

improvement and 

capacity

· Develop processes

· Anticipate new 

opportunities

· Focus on creating 

meaning aligned 

with organizational, 

societal, ecological 

and health 

outcomes 

· Staff to strengthen 

team and 

organizational 

propensities

· Create new directions
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Organizational Preferences 

• Each stage has preferred approaches to: 

– management and leadership style 

– staffing and talent management 

– reasoning and acting in particular ways (prioritizing, problem 
solving, decision-making, influencing, etc.) 

– change management methods 

• These preferences have a direct impact on:  
– ability to envision and develop coherent management systems 

– predominant organizational and safety culture 

– appetite and capacity for change 

– investment in learning and development 
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Impact of Stage on Management Focus 

• Different stages  prioritize different outcomes 
and cultivate different functionalities: 

– Stage 1  Expert problem solving 

– Stage 2  Operational risk management 

– Stage 3  Leadership and team development 

– Stage 4  Meaning-making 

• Different stages envision the purpose and 
scope of a management system differently 
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Impact of Stage on Risk Management 

• Different stages anticipate and manage 

different types of risk: 

– Stage 1  Equipment failures 

– Stage 2  Schedule, coordination 

– Stage 3  Human motivation, engagement 

– Stage 4  External, long-term, potential, and 

systemic conditions 
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Recognizing stage 1 
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Operating

Technical 

Leadership

· Focus on technology

· Focus on reliable 

operation

· Staff for experience

· React to problems

You’ll recognize me by 
my technical 

competence, data-
focused analytical 
skills, and love of 

technical challenges. 
“Let’s fix this.” 

Perception of the management system: 
We rely on technical competence, skills of the trade, 
and experience. We only need the management 
system to provide drawings, flow sheets, manuals, 
and procedures for specialized activities. 



Recognizing stage 2 
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Operating Managing

Technical 

Leadership

Systematic 

Leadership 

· Focus on technology

· Focus on reliable 

operation

· Staff for experience

· React to problems

· Focus on planning, 

organizing, and 

controlling resources 

(money, materials, 

people, time)

· Staff for efficient work 

execution

· Develop procedures

· Resolve logistical 

problems

You’ll recognize me by 
my focus on deliverables, 
resource allocation, and 

cost control.  
“Plan the work and work 

the plan.” 

Perception of the management system: 
We need good procedures and systems 
for work planning, prioritization, 
scheduling, procurement, cost control, 
etc. to improve logistics and efficiency. 



Recognizing stage 3 
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Operating Managing Leading

Technical 

Leadership

Systemic 

Leadership

Systematic 

Leadership 

· Focus on technology

· Focus on reliable 

operation

· Staff for experience

· React to problems

· Focus on planning, 

organizing, and 

controlling resources 

(money, materials, 

people, time)

· Staff for efficient work 

execution

· Develop procedures

· Resolve logistical 

problems

· Focus on 

engagement, 

team-building, 

strategy, capacity-

building

· Staff for future 

improvement and 

capacity

· Develop processes

· Anticipate new 

opportunities

You’ll recognize 
that I like to 

interact, 
achieve goals, 
and optimize 

processes.  
“Let’s do this as 

a team.” 

Perception of the management system: 
Interdependencies between groups require 
us to develop standardized processes and 
systems to improve organizational 
interactions and efficiency. 



Recognizing stage 4 
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Operating Managing Leading
Uniting & 

Integrating 

Technical 

Leadership

Unitive 

Leadership

Systemic 

Leadership

Systematic 

Leadership 

· Focus on technology

· Focus on reliable 

operation

· Staff for experience

· React to problems

· Focus on planning, 

organizing, and 

controlling resources 

(money, materials, 

people, time)

· Staff for efficient work 

execution

· Develop procedures

· Resolve logistical 

problems

· Focus on 

engagement, 

team-building, 

strategy, capacity-

building

· Staff for future 

improvement and 

capacity

· Develop processes

· Anticipate new 

opportunities

· Focus on creating 

meaning aligned 

with organizational, 

societal, ecological 

and health 

outcomes 

· Staff to strengthen 

team and 

organizational 

propensities

· Create new directions

 

You’ll notice I tend to 
discuss impact on the 

overall system and  
consistency with 

organizational meaning 
and desired future. 

“Does this move us in 
the right direction?” 

Perception of the management system: 
The management system enables 
knowledge management, promotes 
organizational coherence, and conveys 
organizational meaning. It enables 
disciplined oversight. 



Hypothetical Organizational Distribution 

Operating Managing Leading
Uniting & 

Integrating 
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Every organization has a distinct 
distribution across the stages 



Tactical and Logistical Propensities 

Operating Managing Leading Uniting & Integrating

 

Operational & 

Tactical 

Inventiveness

Strategic 

Inventiveness

Experiential

Concrete Action

Immediate

Pragmatic

Analytical

Single Minded

Problem Oriented

Expert
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Strategic and Systemic Propensities 

Engagement

Organizational Learning

Anticipation

Abilit
y to

 Create Meaning

Operating Managing Leading Uniting & Integrating

 

Operational & 

Tactical 

Inventiveness

Strategic 

Inventiveness

Exploration

Encompassing

Connectivity

Engagement

© IntelOrgSys 

Organizational Learning

Abilit
y to

 See
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Improvement Orientation by Stage  

Operating Managing Leading Uniting and  
integrating 

React to problems Resolve problems Anticipate 
opportunities 

Create new 
opportunities 

Expected to do it Assign people Engage people Inspire people 

 

plan 
Do 
Check 
act 

 

Plan 
Do 
Check 
adjust 

 

look ahead 
create 
Design 
Plan 
Organize 
Implement 
Monitor 
Adjust 

 

Envision 
Create 
Design 
Plan 
organize 
implement  
Oversee 
Redirect 
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CREATE SHARED SPACE 
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Safety Performance 

• Depends on the ability and willingness of 
individuals to continually think, engage, and 
demonstrate safe behaviours 

• Shaped by: 

– Personal motivation 

– Shared space 

 

 



Personal Motivation 

• Defined as the desire or willingness to do 
something 

• Complex topic with many explanations -
physiological, behavioural, cognitive, social 

• Crucial element in setting and attaining goals 

• Profoundly influenced by the quality of 
interactions between people 

 

 

 



Social Interaction 

• People bring four basic concerns into every social 
interaction... 

– The acceptance concern - formation of trust and inclusion 

– Data concerns – flow of perceptions, feelings and ideas 
through the group 

– Concern for goal formation – process for group goal 
setting, problem solving and decision making 

– The control concern – how activities are regulated, 
coordinated and put into useful sequence 
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How shared space shapes motivation 

Interior 
Space 
(Me)

Shared Space 
(We)

Exterior Space 
(You-They)

Effective leadership intuitively 
mediates power dynamics to 

foster shared space

Shared space produces common 
understanding (safety consciousness) and the 

right activities, behaviours, and results in 
exterior space

Shared space invites healthy interactions 
and exchange of ideas, thoughts, and 

feelings (we – not me or you). This is the 
space of identification with others.

My willingness to participate actively depends on 
my perception of whether I will be recognized, 
respected, and included. True commitment and 

conviction exist in interior space.



Healthy Power Dynamics 

• Influence can be exercised through: 
– Positional power 

– Information and expertise, i.e., ‘know what’ and ‘know how’; 

– Control of rewards and resources 

– Coercive power, i.e., the ability to constrain, interfere, or block; 

– Alliances and networks, i.e., ‘know who’ 

– Personal power (charisma, energy, reputation) 

– Traditional power 

• Power dynamics that respect, recognize, include, and 
inform are more likely to build the shared understanding 
needed for strong safety culture  

 

 



Power Dynamics 

Dominance 

Balance of Power 



Support Motivation  

Shared space and interactions that are 
characterized by: 
• Mutual respect 

• Working relationships that support trust 

• Openness – free-flow in sharing of thoughts and ideas 

• Willing expression of views based on inner thoughts and 
feelings about particular issue, without fear of 
recrimination or social exclusion 

• Dialogue instead of discussion and argumentation 

 



The Difference…. 

Dialogue  Discussion Debate 



Ultimate Goal of Shared Space 

To tap into the wealth of 
knowledge, experience and 
insight in the organization, and to 
build shared understanding that 
supports safe behaviours. 

 



MAKE SYSTEMATIC IMPROVEMENTS 
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Culture  

• Culture is an ongoing dynamic that influences how 
individuals think and feel about situations, and how 
they behave based on that understanding.  
 

• From an organizational perspective, this ongoing 
meaning-making process significantly influences  the 
potential for safe operations in every dimension. 
 

• Because it is hard to work with something that is 
dynamic, we need a simple model to help us 
understand and engage all the parts. 
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A Simple Model for Culture Change 
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Making 
something 
meaningful 



Management for Safety 

• Formal framework for achieving desired 
outcomes such as: 
– Policy and strategy 

– Regulatory framework 

– Management system processes 

– Procedures 

– Risk management  

– Organizational structure 

– Specialist departments  

– Plans and programmes 
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Actions and Practices 

• Actual practices and behaviours that happen 
every day such as: 

– Decisions 

– Leader and worker behaviours 

– Learning focus 

– Adherence to procedures 

– Workflows 

– Relationships with stakeholders 
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Understanding 

• Individual and organizational sense-making 
such as: 

– Basic assumptions 

– Risk perceptions 

– Comprehension of work and tasks 

– Perceived centres of control 

– Perceptions of cause and effect 

– Belief in personal agency 
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Emotions 

• Inner sensing processes that reach beyond 
intellectual understanding such as: 

– Listening to bodily signals that indicate risk, 
distress, uncertainty 

– Seeing patterns in unrelated data to recognize 
weak signals, emerging changes 

– Recognizing and regulating emotions in ways that 
support strategic clarity, dynamic attention, and 
authentic collaboration  
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Example: Improving Leadership for Safety 
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Leaders for safety  
 

Strategy needs to include 
a formal program for 
selection and 
development of managers 
to ensure effective 
leadership skills for safety 

Strategy needs to 
focus on in-the-
field observations 
and other feedback 
mechanisms to 
ensure trained 
leadership skills are 
effectively 
demonstrated. 

Strategy needs 
to focus on 
building leader 
understanding 
of their role and 
impacts of their 
behaviour on 
others regarding 
safety. 

Strategy needs to focus on building leaders’ self 
awareness, intuition and self management 



Strategic Positioning 

• Safety Culture Improvement Programme  

– needs to be able to work with all 4 dimensions of the 
model at the same time 
• needs to have broad-based support from senior 

management 

• needs to be funded as an on-going concern with assigned 
resources 

• needs to be integrated with other improvement programs 
such as human performance, corrective action, 

– needs to be a key element in the organization’s 
strategic plan 
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Elements of an Improvement Program 
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SC Awareness Activities 
e.g.,  
• Communication on current safety 

concerns 
• Communication on Safety Culture 

Program Activities 
 

Cultural Catalyzers 
e.g., 
• Creating shared space 
• Putting safety culture on the agenda 
• Encouraging storytelling 

 
 
 

Ongoing Improvement Activities 
 

Periodic Improvement Activities 

Specific Improvement Activities 

Periodic 
e.g., 
• Ongoing monitoring and assessments 
• SC training 
• SC seminars 

Targeted Interventions arising 

from 
e.g., 
• Trends 
• Discoveries 
• Events or incidents 
• Peer reviews 



Ongoing Improvement Activities 

• Directed at the entire organization including 
long-term contractors 

– Keep people informed about challenges and focus 

– Intended to improve mindfulness, cooperation 
and focus on safety 
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Periodic Improvement Activities 

• Include training, workshops, seminars and 
assessments 

– Periodic assessment – (organization or specific 
group), to provide information on attributes of the 
culture and progress 

– Annual evaluation of the SC Improvement 
Program to ensure it is being conducted as 
planned 
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Specific Improvement Activities 

• Directed at groups, processes or departments 
to address specific cultural aspects 

– Can arise from various sources 

– Tailored intervention working on all 4 levels of the 
model to solidify change 

– Tracked for impact and timeliness 
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Summary 

• Systemic thinking is needed to understand and 
influence safety performance in complex systems 

• Diversity among individual meaning systems 
increases latent organizational intelligence 

• Shared space can help us tap into the wealth of 
knowledge, experience and insight in the 
organization to support safe behaviours 

• Improvement programs need to work with all 
four aspects of safety culture – structures and 
resources, understanding, emotions, and actions 
and practices  
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